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I'

m quite certain that today's wedding editorial will be sprinkled across hundreds (if not
thousands) of Pinterest boards in wedding land. It's Provence charm at it's finest, all
thanks to Janna Brown Design Co.. Set at Domaine Les Martins, the simply beautiful touches
like white roses and romance-driven calligraphy compliment the old-world vibe like no other.
I urge you to visit the full gallery from Katie Grant Photography—it's loaded with even more
goodness!
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From Janna Brown Design Co.... When asked to design a 1:1 workshop near Gordes, I stumbled
upon Domaine Les Martins, and knew it was the perfect fit. I was seeking a venue filled with
warmth, character, oozing French charm, and Domaine les Martins was just that. Owners
Regis and David have created a slice heaven with this bed and breakfast, with each corner of
the property reminicent of a page out of Vogue Living.

As we were in Provence, I wanted to indulge in the idea of baguettes, cheese and wine, and I
based our tablescape on these elements. Editorial sessions allow a bit more flexibility with
design, and I wanted to create an unconventional table setting. We spent the morning in
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, sourcing cheese and bread from all of the local shoppes. We foraged
wild clematis vine from the roadside, and found a charming florist who provided us with
beautiful white roses.

While browsing the garden area, we stumbled upon curious snails, who could not have been
more fitting for our paper details. We focused on the details of the paper goods and
tablescape, and kept the bridal look quite simple with dewy makeup and a delicate gown by
Cathy Telle. Our stunning friends, Zhenya and Julius, complimented the venue in neutral
colors, with Julius in a casual trouser and linen jacket. Zhenya's bouquet was oversized and
untamed, brimming with wild clematis.

